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Abstract. This paper is a continuation of the work by Landweher [S], ‘I\‘) clarify the relationship 
between classes of tr,-languages accepted by finite automata. We study their properties in the 
topological framework introduced by Boaw,l and Nivat [ 11. We charxtzrizo the classes in terms 
of Bore1 hierarchy, and show some interrelation of them. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let A be an alphabet, and A’” denote the set of mappings M’ : (0, 1,2, . . .} --* A. 
We call the mapping 14 an w-word, and write UT = aoala2.. . where t%‘(n) = 
a,, (?Z = 0, 1, 2, . . .). 
Let /a”= A* u A’” where A* stands for the set of finite words over A. We call 
the members of A” a-words (infinitary words). For an a-word IV and rz 20, we 
write 
\V[PZ] = 
w(O)w(l) . . . w(n - 1) if wp isin A”, 
aoal . . . ai- if NJ = aOa I . . . a,,, -1 and i = min{n, m} 
where a(), a Ir . . . , a,,, _ 1 are in A. In this paper unless otherwise stated, we assume 
that w, t‘ stand for arbitrary co-words, x, x0, x1, . . . for (finite) words, W, V for 
a-languages (subsets of A”), L, K for languages (subsets of A*), 61, h for symbols 
in A, and II, nz. i for natural numbers ( 2 0). 
We define a partial order 5 in A” by 
For an co-language W, we write 
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Now we extend the regular operations to m-languages. First we extend the 
concatenation operation in A* to A” by 
wU(o)o(l)u(2). . . ifwEA*anduEAW, 
\i’z! = 
W ifwEA”anduEAa, 
and define WV and W* as usual. That is, 
WV={wvJwEW,vEv}, 
W*=Q W”=(e}uWuWWuWWWu~**. 
n =o 
Here e stands for the empty word. We define the w-power of an o@-language W as 
W” = {W()W~M’~ . . .I W(), w 1, wz, . . . EW 
where ~,,w 1 ~‘2 . . . means the O- word w such that wow1 . . . w,~ 5 w for all 11. 
Then the class of a-regular languages over A is defined recursively as follows: 
( 1) If W c A, then W is a-regular 
(2) If W and V are a-regular, then so are W u V, WV, W”, and W’“. 
The following normal form theorem for co-regular languages can be proved by 
induction. 
Theorem ([3]). W is a-wglfiar if arld O/I/~ if' k;c/ = L(,cJ U:’ 1 LiK :” for souw rt>glfklr 
langrfages Lt,, L 1, . . . , L,,, K1, . . . , K,, ( c A *:). 
We call an m-regular language included in A”’ an o-regular language. Thus 
w-regular languages are precisely the finite unions of form U:‘. 1 Lik’:” where 
[,I,. . . , Lr L * * . , K,, are regular languages. We denote the class of o-regular 
languages by R. 
Next we define a distance function tl over A‘ as follows: 
d(w, t’) = 
l/min{n 1 w[n] f c[tr ]} if \\a f 11, 
0 if w = I*. 
Indeed, the function n: A‘ x A“‘+ (0, 1, 1 /.Z, l/3. . . .} makes A‘ a metric space, 
where Gpen spheres centering I: are 
and hence N c ~4” is open if CV = LA” UK for some L, K’ c .4? In particular, A* 
is ogen, and X” = A’” --A* is closed. The closure i!’ of an m-language IV with 
respect to the topology is 
W={w inA”‘IJwcJLV)ti LV. 
WC otrill write the OJ- part of \&’ as Ct;“‘. That IS, 
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Note that if W is an o-language (a subset of A”) then W” equals the closure of 
W. Thus the operation a is the closure operation with respect to the relative topology 
on A”. Note also that the topological space A” (with respect to the relative topology) 
is equal to the product space of the discrete space A. The o-language La is termed 
as adh(L), the adherence of L, by Boasson and Nivat [l]. 
Lemma ([ 11). For W c;: A”, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Wis a closed set; 
(2) w = w”; 
(3) W ‘-7 LF for some L CA*. 
We denote the class of open sets {LA” 1 L c A *} in A” by G, and the class of 
closed sets in A’” by IF. 
We define another operation L’ for a language L t A * by 
L’ = {w in A”’ IJw AL is infinite}. 
(Eilenberg [2] calls L’ the ‘closure’ of L.) 
2. Finite automata and w-regukr languages 
For a (deterministic) finite automaton R-l = (Q, A, 6, qo, F) over A (where Q is 
a finite set of states, qO~ Q, F c Q, and 6 : Q x A + Q is the next state function) 
and an w-word w, let 
4n = S(q,,, w[n]) (n = 1, 2, . . . 1. 
l 
Then we write 
Run (M’) = (40, q 1, - . .}, -_- .- 
Run (w) = {q in Q )q = qn for infinitely many n}, _- --.____ 
and define the following four o-languages ‘accepted’ by M: 
We denote by oi the class of o-languages of the form Oi(M) (i = 1,2,3,4). It is 
immediate to see that ~-languages in these classes are characerized as 
0, = {L”‘lL is a regular language (CA*)} (i = 1,2, 3,4) 
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L”’ ={winA”~~wnL#0}=LA”, 
L t2’={~inA”~~wnL=~}=A”-~A”,~ 
L (3, = {W in A’” 1 &IV n L is infinite} = L’, 
L (4) ={w inA”IJw nL isfinite}=A” -L’ 
Indeed, for the language L accepted by a finite automaton M, we have O&W = L”’ 
and 03(1M) = L’; and for the complement K =A*-L we get Oz(M)=K”’ and 
O&W 1 = P’. 
The characterizations above show that 02 ={A” - W 1 WE 01) and d9~ = 
IA” -WI WE@}. 
An automaton-like system (M, 50, where 1M = (Q, A, S, yJ consists of the first 
four components of a finite automaton and $3 c {F (F c Q), is called a Muller 
automaton, and the o-language 
0(1M, 9) = (w in A” I I&n (w) E 9) --.- - 
is said to be accepted by the Muller automaton. The following equivalence between 
classes of W- languages has been established in literature. 
Theorem ([S],. 
Theorem 1. 
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CD&$= 1 CJ wn I wo, Wl, 0’ * dlJ2 nR n=O I 
= 5 W”(WO,W,,... I dF nR. n=O I 
Proof. Referring to our previous remark, we know that 
O3 = {L” 1 L is regular} 
Wo, WI,... fdl+ nil?! 
I 
Wo, Wl, * . * d5 nR=CD3, 
1 
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Because L’ = n:&,A” where L(, - L,L1=LnL&‘, Lz=LnLIA’ ,..., and 
0, c 6. As for 04, we note that 
A’“-fi WJW;,, WI,... ~0, 
II = 0 
= I (=J w,, 1 wo, w*, . . . E CD } 2 9 n =o 
A caJ - r”7 W,, 
,, = 0 
W(), WI, . . . E G’\ 
--w,,,lw,, WI,... EG 
n 10 
= 5 W,*IW(,,W, ,... ED:, 1 n -0 1 
and &! is closed under complement. Cl 
We will write 
G’= 
i 
fi w,, / W,), WI, . . . E G 
I, =o i 
9 
Then the classes G, IF, G’, IF’ are closed under finite union and intersection, and so 
is the class IF! of o-regular languages. Thereiore 633 and CD4 are also closed under 
these operations. The intersection O3 n CD4 is in addition closed under complement, 
and hence it makes a Boolean subalgebra of Iw. 
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3. Characterizations of 0, and 692 
Now let us turn to the classes 01 and 02. First we remind a property of Oz. 
Theorem ([4]). An w-language W is in Cl2 if and only if W = K” for a regular 
language K( CA*). 
Proof. For a given regular language t( c A*), let 
K=A”-LA*‘: {xEA*I&xnL=P)). 
Then K = JK, and for any til-word w, 
Jw! CK if and only if Jru n L = Q). 
Therefore 
L ill = (MJ in A “’ 1 Irt n I. = 0) 
= (uf in A’” 1 Jw c j.K} = K”. 
Conversely if K is a regular language, then for a finite automaton M accepting the 
language L(M) = K/A” = JK, we have 
CL(M) = {IV in A” ! Run_ lw) c F} 
= {IV in A”’ 1 J w c L (,%I j} 
- {w in A’” IJw c @l) 
= K”. 
Thus K” is in Cl?. 3 
As a corollary to tilis we obtain the following characterization of 641 and CD:. 
Theorem 2. 
O,=Gf+R, 
CD? =ff OR. 
Proof. If L is a regular language, then I,” = L4” E G JR, and L”’ = A”’ - I,“% 
ff n R. But if W is CO -regular, then J CV is a regular language (because ~(Lk”“~ = 
(LK - {e})*)/A*j. And if W is a closed set, then 
U’= W”={w ~~A"'I~~L'c~W)=(~W)" 
since J( i IV) = 1 W’. Therefore if Lb helongs to 5 iTIF than it belongs to Q by the 
prcviow theorem. Thus we have 0: = IF nR. 
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={A”-WIWEO~}=O~. q . 
As in the case of OJ and @, both 01 and 02 are closed under finite union and 
intersection, and the intersection of two classes O1 n CD2 makes a Boolean subalgebra 
of 03 nUD4 (for 0, c Oj and 02 c 04). Furthermore we can characterize the class 
as follows. 
Corollary 3. 
01n’9=Gnff={LA”ILisfini~e (CA”)}. 
Proof. 631 A 02 = Gin IF n R. But G n IF = {LA” IL is finite}. (Indeed, if W is open 
and closed, then W = LA” and A” - W = KA” for some L, K CA*. Then A”’ = 
(L uK)A”, and by Tychonoff’s theorem there exist finite sets L’c L and K’c K 
such that A”’ = (L’uK’)A”. Then W = L’A”. Conversely if W = LA’” where f is 
finite, then clearly A” - WEG, and Wdhff). This implies GnffnR =GnF= 
{LA’” 1 L is finite}. q 
Corollary 4. 
Proof. If ’ ’ is a closed set, then W =A” -LA’” = nxrl_ (A’” -xA”‘jE (6’. Thus 
IFcG’, and CDpXlgdp4. Since G={A”- WI WdF}~{A‘“-- WI WEG’}=F’, ‘we 
also have O1 c O1 n CD,. Cl 
We summarize the relationship between 0, - Oj, R, G, IF, GJ’? IF’, G”, and ff” in 
Fig. 1 where 
5” = I fiW,lW(,,W, ... dF-’ . n =o I 
(The inclusion R c G” n F” is by [S].) 
We note that if the alphabet A has at least two symbols then the seven sections 
of R shaded differently in Fig. 1 are nonempty: 
(1) A” belongs to 0, n 0,; 
(2) a w = (a *)a is in O2 - U&; hence 
(3) Am-u”= a*bA” is in 0, - 02. (We assume for simplicity that A = {a, b}.) 
(4) Let W = a*ba”. Then W belongs to 4D3 n 04-- (Cl1 u 02) because W = 
n{~*ba~A‘“jk>O)~~.~and W=U{xa”~x~a*6}~0~(since.~a”‘=(xa*)”~O~), 
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but 5%’ is neither open nor closed. (Note W” contains ~1”’ since &ti’“) = N* ~3 W.) 
(5) V =A*a”’ belongs to 0,-G&; 
(6) I’ =A”-A*a* = (a *b )” belongs to o3 - 0~; and 
(7) CZC‘ ’ *! bU=aA*a”urba*)‘” isinR--@&AI+). 
(See [S] for t 5) - (7).) From these examples one can prove the following. 
Proof. One can readily see from the definition that W’ belongs to 0, if and only 
if I-W belongs to 0, (i = 1,2, 3,4). (Note that sM/ = O,(M) for a finite automaton 
34 = (Q, A, 6, qo, F) irnplies IV I= 0,(W) for the finite automaton M’ = 
1’0, A, S, S(q~,, s ), FL) Combining this with the abow examples we know that there 
exist infinitely many o-languages in each of the seven sections. On the other hand, 
the class R of w-regular languages over A is countable. Hence so are the seven 
sections. T! 
Note added in proof. Our attention was drawn on the paper [6] which contains 
some of our results. 
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